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Keemala

Space Copenhagen

Anantara Peace Haven

Boundary-pushing design comes to
Thailand with a treetop wonderland in Phuket

The Danish duo on introducing their
Scandinavian design aesthetic to New York

Anantara makes its Sri Lanka debut with a
colonial inspired resort on the rugged south coast

MAIORI
La Lampe
La Lampe is built on an ethos of solar powered lights combined with
LEDs. The outdoor lights present a sustainable energy device with an
equally advanced hard body, creating versatile lighting objects. For this
collection, Maiori applies its heritage as an outdoor furniture maker
alongside a sustainable manufacturing process.
www.maiori.com

DAVIDE GROPPI
Simbiosi
Simbiosi is about re-thinking the idea of a chandelier. Its design has
been de-structured and can be re-assembled according to the aesthetic
taste of the client. As a whole, Simbiosi appears weightless and almost
inconceivable as the diodes can be connected using very thin electric
currents, making the wires practically invisible. The red wire that
connects the light sources is the principle component of the project,
representing the synthesis of Davide Groppi’s poetic vision.
www.davidegroppi.com

ASTRO
Edge Reader

B.Lux has launched a new collection of decorative lamps
by Tim Brauns, who has recently joined the brand’s team
of collaborating designers. Overlay takes inspiration
from Scandinavian design, with two table, one floor
and three suspension versions. The variety of diametres
make it possible to install Overlay in a variety of spaces,
with the shade available in grey or cognac blown glass.

Edge Reader by Astro presents
original thinking for bedside
lighting. With previous bedside
luminaires offering either soothing
mood light or practical reading
light, the two are often presented
separately. Edge Reader presents an
original approach resulting in a new
aesthetic, where the minimal white
floating plane on which the reader
is mounted comes to life at night.
The base appears to float on light
that is emitted from its edges, while
both functions can be individually
switched and LED lamps ensure
minimal running costs.

www.grupoblux.com

www.astrolighting.co.uk

B.LUX
Overlay
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